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MAVE: Multilevel wrApper Verification systEm
Iñaki Fernández de Viana, Pedro J. Abad, José Luis Álvarez, and José Luis Arjona
Abstract—
Wrappers are pieces of software used to extract data from websites and structure them for further application processing.
Unfortunately, websites are continuously evolving and structural changes happen with no forewarning, which usually results in wrappers
working incorrectly. Thus, wrappers maintenance is necessary for detecting whether wrapper is extracting erroneous data. The solution
consists of using verification models to detect whether wrapper output is statistically similar to the output produced by the wrapper itself
when it was successfully invoked in the past. Current proposals present some weaknesses, as the data used to build these models are
supposed to be homogeneous, independent or representative enough, or following a single predefined mathematical model. In this
paper, we present MAVE, a novel multilevel wrapper verification system that is based on one-class classification techniques to
overcome previous weaknesses. The experimental results show that our proposal outperforms accuracy of current solutions.
Index Terms—Web, Verification, Wrapper, One Class Classifiers
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I NTRODUCTION

M

AINTENANCE is a key challenge in the design of
wrappers [1] to extract and structure data from websites. Wrappers are used in a lot of real-world scenarios as
enterprise information integration, context-aware advertising, database building, business intelligence and competitive intelligence, functional web application testing, opinion
mining, or citation databases [2]. Unfortunately, wrappers
are not fully resilient to unexpected changes, as websites
are dynamic entities that usually undergo changes in search
forms, navigational models or the way information is rendered on the screen [3]. The immediate consequence is that
previously defined wrappers are no longer able to successfully extract data which results in system that manages
corrupted or lost data [4].
To illustrate the problem, Figure 1 presents a real scenario where a metasearch engine uses a wrapper (Figure 1.b)
to extract and integrate the information residing in the
website illustrated in Figure 1.a to provide business valueadded. The wrapper has been built using induction techniques to learn from a collection of manually annotated web
pages as training data [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
Information extracted by the wrapper (Figure 1.c) is checked
by a verifier (Figure 1.d). Then, imagine that the designers
of the information provider decide to change the order
of paper title and journal name presentation. This change
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would lead the metasearch engine to store inappropriate
data or no longer able to store data at all.
Wrapper maintenance [4] consists of two phases: first,
wrapper verification, in which a new wrapper output is
compared to that produced by the wrapper itself when
successfully invoked in the past, and the similarity of new
and past outputs is evaluated; and, second, wrapper reconstruction, in which the wrapper is repaired to work
on changed pages. Our research focuses on the wrapper
verification phase for wrappers extracting wrong data. Several authors have worked on this phase [4], [9], [13], [14]
but they work present some weaknesses, as the data used
to build these models are supposed to be homogeneous,
independent or representative enough, or following a single
predefined mathematical model. Some recently, wrapper
induction approaches based on redundancy [15], [16], [17]
or supervised entity extraction [18], [19] include verification
methods that are specific of the wrapper induction process.
Therefore, verification is only valid for those wrappers and
are not longer applicable to others.
In particular, we propose MAVE (Multilevel wrApper
Verification systEm), a novel multilevel solution to verify
wrapper-extracted information. MAVE is based on two levels. At the first one, categorical features are used to generate
a pattern, called signature which aim is to dismiss all elements that are regarded as non valid. The second level only
acts when the first one considers the element as valid, and it
is the responsible of ratifying the validity by using standard
One Class Classification (OCC) techniques [20]. This second
level uses numerical features. OCC methodologists have
emerged as techniques to solve classification problems in
which one of the classes is well-sampled, whereas the others
have very few instances or are not statistically representative. We prove that MAVE is well-suited for wrapper
verification, overcoming weaknesses and achieving better
results than current proposals. Its performance is evaluated
by using the database proposed in [13]. Then, non parametric statistical analyse will be applied to compare the
performance of MAVE and techniques enforced up to date.
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Slot (si )
i
1
2
3
4

Attribute (ai )
Distributed Reasoning for Multiagent Simple Temporal Problems
The Arcade Learning Environment: An Evaluation
Platform for General Agents
Learning by Observation of Agent Software Images
Networks of Influence Diagrams: A Formalism for
Representing Agents

Label (li )
Title
Title
Title
Title

(a) List of slots contained in the working set ws:WS

this table describes a slot: the first column indicates the slot
identifier, the second column contains attribute values, and
the third column shows slot labels. In this case an unique
role corresponding with label title was considered. Hence,
L = {title} and r1 = title.
Once the working set is collected, the data characterizing
task constructs the training set that is a characterization of a
working set based on the application of a number of features
and can be defined as:

Slot (si )
i
1
2
3
4

Label (li )

~
xi
f1
7
10
7
9

f2
6
9
5
7

f3
false
true
false
true

f4
blue
black
black
green

f5
true
true
true
true

where:

Title
Title
Title
Title

(b) Training set obtained from the working set ws:WS
TABLE 1
Data set used to build the verifier

The present paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the problem of wrapper verification; Section 3
summarizes current wrapper verification proposals and
describes their weaknesses; Section 4 sets out all aspects
related to how to build and use a MAVE verification system;
Section 5 details the design of the experiments and presents
the results obtained and finally, Section 6 points out some
concluding remarks and future works.

2

W RAPPER V ERIFICATION

Wrappers use a set of extraction rules to extract information from webpages. Extraction rules greatly depend on
the internal website layout for which they are designed.
Therefore, it is necessary to include a new element (the verifier), which is responsible for checking whether wrapperextracted data are correct. Wrapper verification has been
addressed by several authors from different points of view
[4], [7], [9], [13], [14], [21].
Figure 2 shows the process of devising and using a
verification system. The next two subsections detail each of
these phases. The example in Figure 1 is used throughout
this paper for better understanding of how verifiers are
devised and how they work.
2.1

Devising verifiers

The process of devising a verifier begins obtaining a
wrapper-extracted working set supervised by a human
expert to ensure data validity. A working set is given by
W S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sM }, where each si is a slot and M is the
number of wrapper-extracted slots. Each slot is given by:

si = (ai , li ) with i = 1, ..., M

(1)

where ai is an attribute (a string contained in a webpage),
li ∈ L = {r1 , r2 , ..., rN } is a label denoting the role of
attribute ai , L is the set of roles, and N is the number of
different roles.
In our example (Figure 1), the working set described in
Table 1a was obtained after running the query to find papers
containing the string "agents" in their title. Each row in

2

T S = {(~x1 , l1 ), (~x2 , l2 ), . . . (~xM , lM )}

(2)

~xi = [xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,D ] =
= [f1 (ai ), f2 (ai ), . . . , fD (ai )]

(3)

and D is the number of features and provides problem
dimensionality. A feature f ∈ F is a numerical or categorical
description of a slot [22]. The set of all features F is given
by expression F = N ∪ C , where N is the set of numerical
features and C is the set of categorical features.
Going on with our example (Figure 1), set N is supposed
to comprise: f1 and f2 count the number of words and the
number of capitalized words in a given attribute, respectively. On the other hand, set C is supposed to comprise: f3
return true if the title contains punctuation marks and false
otherwise, f4 indicates the font colour and f5 returns true
if the first character is capitalized. Then, N = {f1 , f2 } and
C = {f3 , f4 , f5 }.
Table 1b shows the training set calculated from the
working set described in Table 1a.
Once the training set is calculated, a verification model
(VM), which is a mathematical description of a training
set, is built. For example, the set of values detailed in
Table 1b could be described as its mean values. Then,
verification model vm : V M is given by vector vm =
[8.25, 6.75, 0.5, 1, 1]. In this case categorical features have
been quantified as: {true = 1, f alse = 0, blue = 0, black =
1, green = 2}
After building the verification model, a function that
returns 1 for a valid training set and 0 otherwise needs to be
inferred.

V(uts, vm) : T S × V M −→ {0, 1}

(4)

where uts : T S is an unverified training set (i.e., a training
set whose labels have not been checked by a human expert).
This function V(uts, vm) is the verifier and its purpose
is checking whether an unverified training resembles verification model vm. The most popular functions are based
on Euclidean distances [4], Gaussian distributions [1] and
normalized Gaussian distributions [14].
2.2

Applying verifiers

When the wrapper is in production, the verifier is responsible for verifying that all slots are properly labelled. The
wrapper returns unverified working sets, which are then
characterized through the application of the same features
used to build the verification model so as to obtain the corresponding unverified training set. Finally, the verifier checks
whether the unverified training set fits to the verification
model.
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Fig. 1. Scholar metasearch engine service, integrating information from other site

Slot (si )
Attribute (ai )
a Survey of Multi-objective Sequential decisionmaking
AI Methods in Algorithmic Composition: A Comprehensive Survey

i
1

Fig. 2. Verification Framework

2

Label (li )
Title
Title

(a) List of slots contained in an unverified working set ws:WS
Slot (si )
i
1
2

Label (li )

~
xi
f1
6
8

f2
3
7

f3
false
true

f4
black
blue

f5
false
true

Title
Title

(b) Unverified training set
TABLE 2
Unverified data set

In our example, the wrapper is used to obtain papers
containing the string "survey" in their title. Tables 2a and
2b show the returned unverified working set and the unverified training set, respectively. Finally, verifier V(uts, vm)
could complete the following steps:
1)

2)

3)

It calculates the mean of the features contained in
unverified training set uts (Table 2b), resulting in
[7, 5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5].
It calculates the Euclidean distance between the
verification model and the vector calculated in step
1, resulting in value 2.26.
It checks that the Euclidean distance does not ex-

ceed a previously-defined threshold of value 3 (in
our example), finally concluding that the unverified
working set is valid.

3

R ELATED WORK

Wrapper Verification is not a trivial task and, if it is not
performed appropriately, it may increase integration costs.
In this section, we present the problems that must be coped
with by proposals to perform wrapper verification. These
problems are the following:
1)

(P1) To deal with heterogeneous working sets:
Wrappers return result sets that are “heterogeneous” in terms of their features. Note that this
may not be the case in many common situations.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

For instance, a query to a scholar search engine is
likely to return a larger number of records for name
Smith than for name Aalderink. In other words, if
there are dependencies between the queries from
which a result set originates and the features used to
characterise it and they are ignored, the verification
model might not assess the evidence provided by
those features.
(P2) To incorporate invalid working sets: At the
devising phase, wrappers usually only return valid
result sets, which implies that invalid result sets
must usually be synthesised. The problem with such
invalid result sets is that it is difficult to assess
if they are representative enough of the kind of
problems with which the verifier can deal in future.
A naive approach is to build a model using valid
result sets only, and wait until the first invalid result
set is found; this result set might then be incorporated into the training set so that the model can be
evolved. However, according to the experimental
studies in literature we have surveyed, it is usual
that the first invalid result set is detected long after
a verifier is deployed.
(P3) To deal with feature dependence: A common
assumption is that features are independent from
each other, i.e., the values they return when they are
applied to a result set are not related to each other.
(P4) To select an appropriate set of features: Most
authors have focused on lexical or counting features, others use categorical features, which more
often than not are mapped onto Boolean features,
which are in turn transformed into numeric features. Anyway, it is not clear how features compare
to each other in typical domains. No global comparison in a homogeneous setting has been reported so
far, which makes it difficult to assess them.
(P5) To not deal with predefined profiling features:
Feature values follow an underlying distribution
which could deviate largely from a predefined distribution such as Gaussian distribution.
(P6) To deal with multiple verification models:
Current verifiers just build one verification model.
There is, however, a tendency in literature to combine multiple models to form the so-called ensemble
models. According to [23], ensemble models are
more accurate than individual models as long as
they are independent: that is, their errors are uncorrelated (i.e., their error rates exceed a random
guess).
(P7) To deal with structurally-rich records: Wrappers return result sets which can be dealt as a set
of attributes, flat records (i.e., tuples in a typical
database) or hierarchical records.
(P8) To deal with fine-grained verification models:
A verification system could detect if a working set
is invalid rely on the propriety of its result sets,
records or attributes. The greater the precision with
which a verification system detects if a working set
is invalid, the better the reinduction of the wrapper.

3.1

4

Analysis of current solutions

Our survey of literature [2], [7], [24] rendered several proposals to build verifiers. Most of them focus on a select a
number of predefined features, and score their profiles on
a result set as a weighted sum, which is then compared
to a predefined threshold to determine whether an alarm
must be signalled or not [25], [26]. Other proposals report
on features and provide no means to assess its values or to
merge it with other features (e.g., [27]).
Beyond these simple proposals, we have found a few
others that build on goodness-of-fit or probabilistic methods. The technique proposed in [4] is applicable as long as
the working set used to build the verifier is characterized
using a set of numerical features. The most important of
them is the implementation of the DATAPROG algorithm,
created by the same authors. Roughly speaking, the verification model is inferred as a vector in which every feature
is associated with its average value. Later, when a new
unverified working set needs to be verified, they calculate
a new vector in which every feature is associated with its
average value in the unverified training set. If both vectors
can be considered statistically equal, the unverified working
set is then judged valid; otherwise it is invalid. To determine
if two vectors are statistically equal, the authors use the
well-known χ2 goodness-of-fit method, which in turn relies
on Pearson statistic. Then, the profile of a feature simply
computes the corresponding addend of this statistic, and
the score computes the statistic itself.
Tsourakakis [9] modify the Pearson statistic used by [4]
to adapt it to the features used. These authors improve the
results achieved by [4], yet contribute no information about
the values used to make this change.
Kushmerick devises two closely-related probabilistic
techniques [13], [28]. In both proposals, called RAPTURE,
Kushmerick’s idea was building a verification model as if
features were random variables whose distributions can be
inferred from a training set. Thus, a value of a feature in an
unverified training set can be interpreted as the probability
that the value observed for the corresponding feature in
a verification model is consistent with the distribution for
the corresponding random variable. Kushmerick suggests
using the Gaussian distribution or an empirical distribution as probabilistic distributions to profile feature values.
Kushmerick’s score must then compute the probability that
all feature values are consistent with their corresponding
distributions, which usually requires analysing the statistical dependencies between features. The author suggests
using a dependency assumption instead. This assumption
is a function that takes a set of probabilities as input, and
returns the corresponding combined probability. Note that
the scores of the training set can also be considered a sample
of a random variable, which can thus be characterized by a
probabilistic distribution as well. To determine whether an
alarm must be signalled on account of the score of a training
set, the probability that a random variable takes that value
is compared to a predefined threshold that controls how
pessimistic verification is (i.e., the higher the threshold, the
more likely an unverified working set is adjudged invalid).
MAVERICK is the name of the technique described in
[14] and it takes inspiration from [13]. However, there are
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Proposals
[4]
[28]
[14]
MAVE

P1
×
X
×
X

P2
×
×
X
×

P3
×
×
×
X

P4
X
×
×
X

P5
X
×
×
X

P6
×
×
×
X

P7
×
X
×
×

P8
×
×
×
X

TABLE 3
Comparison of current proposals to wrapper verification

seems, however, to perform well in practice. It, however,
remains the question whether other distributions, e.g., the
empirical distribution performs better. Finally, all of the
existing proposals detect if a working set is invalid rely on
the propriety of its result sets instead of records or attributes
(P8).
3.3

some important differences. First, profiles are not calculated using standard densities, but normalized densities. To
use normalized density, [14] calculate the probability of a
feature having a different value with a higher probability
(i.e., P [f 1 > v1]). Second, no dependency assumption is
considered. Instead, profiles are combined building on their
relative ability to detect improperly labelled, unverified
working sets as valid working sets. It relies on the existence
of a map wm that assigns a weight to every profile. As a
result, the score of an unverified
P training set uts can be
computed trivially as p+ =
p∈ps wm(p)(uts), where ps
stands for the set of profiles used. Thus, p+ can be interpreted as the weighted positive vote.
P However, note that it
might also be computed as p− = p∈ps wm(p)(1 − p(uts)),
which might be interpreted as the weighted negative vote.
+
Thus, this proposal combines both votes as p+p−p− (i.e., they
normalize the vote on validity by the vote on invalidity).
Finally, the alarm just compares the value returned by
the score with a fixed user-defined threshold.
3.2

Discussion

The previous proposals have problems that hinder their
applicability in practice: focused on working sets (P1, P2),
[4] and MAVERICK [14] techniques implicitly assume that
the results of a reaping plan are “homogeneous” in terms of
their features (P1). RAPTURE [28] identified this problem
regarding the number of records in a result set, and he
suggested to take the query into account when building the
profile of this feature. Also, current proposals do not use
invalid data sets (P2). The only proposal that deals with this
type of data sets is MAVERICK [14], but it has a number of
drawbacks. Note that their idea is to build profiles from two
independent characterisations of the features on valid and
invalid result sets, respectively.
Regarding features (P3, P4), a common assumption is
that features are independent (P3) of each other, i.e., the
values they return when they are applied to a result set are
not related to each other. In addition, all current techniques
make use of a fixed set of features regardless of the website
domain (P4) from which the data have been extracted. Only
[4] use a feature, DATAPROG, which can be adapted to the
domain of each web site.
Regarding verification models (P5, P6, P7), most of the
proposals we have surveyed focus on attributes or flat
records, i.e., tuples in a typical database (P7). The only
exception is RAPTURE [28] proposal to deal with arbitrary
records. None of the existing proposals focus on combine
verification models (P6). Both RAPTURE [28] and MAVERICK [14] proposals use Gaussian profiles for numeric
features (P5), even in cases in which the underlying distribution deviates largely from a Gaussian distribution, which

5

Our proposal

To solve the previous drawbacks, we present a new verification system based on One Class Classifiers. Table 3
summarizes the drawbacks and strengths of each proposals.
Contrarily to the previous proposals, ours is able to deal
with heterogeneous working set (P1) but it is not able to
generate invalid data sets (P2).
Furthermore, our proposal does not assume feature independence (P3) and identifies a subset of relevant features for use in model construction (P4). This process is
done by website and role. Our proposal can deal with
multiple verification models (P6). Actually it generates as
many models as roles, categorical and numerical features
are used independently and, when profiling features, does
not assume prefixed distribution (P5). Also, our proposal
determines if a working set is invalid rely on the propriety
of its records (P8).

4
4.1

MAVE
Intuition behind MAVE

MAVE is a multilevel verification system that verifies
wrapper-obtained information through the isolation of categorical and numerical features. The idea of using categorical and numerical features independently in the field
of wrapper verification can be found in the verification
rules used in programs that feed data to web applications.
More specifically, information included in web applications
is inserted using web forms. These forms are compiled and
executed on the web server by a framework, and then this
framework generates the HTML markup that the browser
can render. When a web form is completed and submitted,
the framework calls to a set of validation rules to ensure that
the data inserted in the form follow the domain restrictions
defined when the form was compiled. These rules usually
ensures valid email format, valid URL format, a monetary
value and may be considered as categorical features described in Section 2.
Therefore, to verify data gathered from the web it seems
intuitive that these data could be verified using the same
verification rules used when they were inserted. For instance, if data to verify are email we can apply a rule
that returns true if a string follows the format described in
rfc2822.
Meanwhile, it is common to have a web form that
contains two fields that meet the same verification rules.
Suppose that a wrapper has been training to gather two
roles, authors and titles. that are very similar (they are no
numbers and their first character is capitalized). So, if we
gather a string and apply these two rules and one of then
returns false, it is clear that these string is neither title or
author name. On the other hand, if these rules returns true
we are not sure if this string represent a title, an author
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name or neither of them. In the latter case we need to create
a more complex model that describes each of the roles.
In order to build this complex model of verification a
second level of verification is included. This second level
consider only numerical features. The way in which these
features are applied emerges from the idea described in
Section 2: a wrapper is designed to extract labelled attributes
(slots) and the aim of a verification system is to check
whether each slot is correctly labelled. Then, a parallel
could be drawn between the verification and classification
problem, since the set of roles is comparable to the set of
categories (or classes), and the set of characterized slots is
comparable to the set of observations (or instances). Thus,
the training set used to train a classifier could be the same
training set T S applied to build the verification model V M .
Therefore, verifier V could be the application of the classifier
to an unverified training set to check whether the classifierassigned label and the wrapper-assigned label are the same.
However, if a classifier is applied to verify an unverified
training set, it tries to label each slot as one in the known
classes when the classifier was trained. Nevertheless, in
wrapper verification, a slot may no longer belong to the
initial classes. In this particular case, the classifier can never
identify the slot as belonging to an unknown class and
always assigns it to one of the known classes.
Nonetheless, this behaviour is not expected from a verifier returning that the slot belongs to none of the known
classes. To achieve this requirement, the classifier must
rely on characterization boundary instead of discrimination
boundary between classes. This type of boundaries are
generated when a One Class Classifier is employed.
One Class Classifiers have emerged as a technique to
solve classification problems in which one of the classes,
called the target class, is well-sampled, whereas the other
one, referred to as the outlier class, has very few or statistically non-representative instances [29], [30], [30], [31].
This poor sampling may be due to the fact that obtaining
a significant number of training instances of this class is
too difficult or expensive [20]. OCC techniques are aimed at
defining a characterization boundary around the target class
that accepts as many target instances as possible, and also
minimizes the chance of accepting outliers. The boundary
between classes must be estimated only from target class
instances.
We must point out that the purpose of not include
numerical features to train this classifiers has arisen thanks
to the study of the influence of the type of features used by
One Class Classifiers in [21], [32].
Thus, according to these conclusions, MAVE is composed of two levels. In the first level, categorical features
are used to develop a pattern called a signature, which is
applied to dismiss invalid elements. In the second level,
numerical features are used to build a model based on
standard OCC techniques [20] that will be applied to verify
all elements not discarded by the first level.
4.2

Devising the verifier model

One of the challenges that verification systems must be
addressed (see Section 3) is to combine different models of
verification rather than working with one single. In particular, MAVE generates as many models as roles contains the

6

website. Then the combined decisions reached by each of
these models to make a single decision.
To that end, MAVE follows the verification framework
described in Figure 2, but three new steps are included prior
to model building:
•

Firstly, the original training set must be divided into
as many training sets as roles are contained in the
original one:

tsn = {(~xi , li )  ts : T S | li = rn }
•

•

(5)

with n = 1, . . . , N , i = 1, . . . , M, and rn ∈ L.
Secondly, each tsn is divided into two disjoint sets
C
N
tsN
n and tsn . Thus, tsn is only composed of P
numerical features and tsCn is only composed of Q
C
categorical features. Then, tsn = tsN
n × tsn and
D = P + Q is the number of features that could
be applied.
Thirdly, the dimensionality of each tsN
n is reduced
by applying dimension reduction techniques (DR)
to obtain a training set using relevant and independent features [33]. Through this training set, a better
verification model is built:
0

tsnN = DR(tsN
n )

(6)

where the number of features selected is denoted
by Pn0 , and provides the new dimensionality of the
0
training sets with Pn0 ≤ P . Then, ts0n = tsnN × tsCn
and D0 n = Pn0 + Q.
According to the conclusions drawn in [33], the proposed dimensionality reduction technique is Laplacian ranking [34], which finds the optimal linear
embedding that respects the structure in a matrix that
captures information on the relationships between
data points.

Fig. 3. Training set representation and calculated boundaries

For each ts0n , MAVE generates a verification model vmn
composed of a pair of elements vmn = (Zn , On ). The first
verifier’s level is the signature Zn derived from categorical
features tsCn . The second verifier’s level are the boundaries
On calculated by a One Class Classifier from numerical
N
features ts0 n .
Estimating signature
For each tsCn , its signature Zn is defined as:
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y tu que where Q is the number of categorical features,
i = 1, ..., M , and q = 1, ..., Q. That is, for each categorical
feature, signature will be equal to the value of the feature
if all slots in the training set have the same value, or -1
otherwise.
Coming back to our example (Section 2), signature calculation to tsC1 is Z1 = [−1, −1, true], because all values of
f3 and f4 are not the same for all slots in tsC1 , otherwise the
values of f5 are always true.
Computing boundaries
N
Each training set ts0n can be viewed as a cloud of equallylabelled points located in a Pn0 -dimensional space. Then,
the idea is training a One Class Classifier to calculate a
N
classification boundary around all points in ts0n such that
N
it accepts as many similar slots to those contained in ts0n
as possible, while it minimizes the chance of accepting slots
labelled with different roles.
Coming back to the example presented in Section 2,
Figure 3 shows numerical features in the training set in
Table 1b where squares represent slots. In the example,
training set ts is composed of an unique role (r1 = title),
thus ts1 = ts. Besides, the Dimension Reduction Technique
has not been applied, since a minimal set of features are
0
considered. Thus, ts1N = tsN
1 . Solid lines in Figure 3
represent the boundaries (O1 ) estimated by the One Class
Classifier.
4.3 Building the Verifier
For each verification model vmn , a verifier Vn (uts0n , vmn )
where n = 1, . . . , N must be built. This verifier is defined
by:

Vn (uts0n , vmn ) =

U
Y

m(~x0i )

(7)

i=1

where uts0n is an unverified training set (see section 4.4),
~x0i ∈ uts0n , the amount of slots in uts0n is U , and

0
1
if (Zn u ~xiC ) ∧ ~xi N On
m(~x0i ) =
(8)
0
otherwise
where ~
xiC contains the values of categorical features in ~x0i
0
and ~
xi N contains the values of numerical features in ~x0i .
Operator u is defined as:

~uB
~ =
A

(
~
true if ∀ Ai 6= −1, Ai = Bi ∧ i = 1...|A|
f alse Otherwise

4.4

7

Using verifiers

To verify an unverified working set, the following steps
must be undertaken:
•

•

Firstly, the unverified working set is characterized
using the same features used at the devising phase
to obtain the unverified training set uts : T S .
Secondly, uts must be divided into as many training
sets as roles:

utsn = {(~xi , li )  uts : T S | li = rn }

•

(10)

with n = 1, . . . , N , i = 1, . . . , U , U is the amount of
slots in uts and rn ∈ L.
Thirdly, for each utsn the same numerical features
eliminated from tsn are removed. The result of this
reduction is denoted as uts0n .

Once every uts0n is obtained, verifier V is applied. If it
returns 1, uts is then valid; otherwise an alarm is launched
demanding human checking.
Verifier V uses a signature Zn and a one class classifier
On for each role rn ∈ L in uts. This way, each slot in uts0n
is validated with equation 8, which returns 1 if the slot is
valid and 0 otherwise. The subset uts0n is considered valid
if all slots into it are valid by equation 7. Finally, the results
of each uts0n are combined in an unique one by equation
9. No ensemble method are used, simply individual slots
validation are combined by equations 7 and 9.
Taking up our example, to verify slot s1 (Table 2a)
characterized by ~
x1 = [6, 3, f alse, black, f alse] (Table 2b),
0
the following steps must be taken. First, we get ~
x1 N =
[6, 3] and ~x1C = [f alse, black, f alse]. Second, we match
~x1C = [f alse, black, f alse] to Z1 = [−1, −1, true] applying
operator u. Since only positions whose signature value is
distinct to -1 need to be compared, operation is reduced to
compare the third position of each vector. This comparison
returns f alse (”false”=”true”) and, therefore, ~
x1 is classified as invalid. Conversely, if the slot to verify is s2 with
~x2 = [8, 7, true, blue, true], signature Z1 = [−1, −1, true]
could be compared with ~
x2C = [true, blue, true]. The outcome of this comparison is true and, as result, O1 is applied
0
to classify ~
x2N = [8, 7]. In our example O1 is supposed to
0
have classified ~
x2N as target class; therefore, ~x2 is classified
as valid.
Finally, unverified training set in Table 2b is considered
as invalid, since m(~
x1 ) = 0 and m(~x2 ) = 1, and then V1
returns 0.

0

and operator
returns true when On classifies ~
xi N as
belonging to target class and f alse otherwise.
That is, a non-verified slot will be considered valid if
the values of categorical characteristics match all the values
of the signature that are not equal to -1 and the One Class
Classifier labels the numerical features vector as belonging
to the target class. Otherwise the slot is considered invalid.
Finally, the decisions of each Vn can be combined into a
single value using this function:

V=

N
Y

Vn (uts0n , vmn )

n=1

where N is the number of roles in L.

(9)

5

E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The literature offers different databases to check verifier performance [1], [4], [14]. The labelled datasets proposed in [1]
are used in the present work, while the rest is uncompleted
or is not readily available. This database is composed of 27
Internet sites, each of them being chosen to represent the
sort of search services found on the Internet. Fifteen queries
were selected for each website. In total, an average number
of 867 pages were gathered from each website, summing
up a total number of 23,416 pages. Every website has a
different number (N ) of roles ranging from 2 to 8 (see Table
4). The wrapper stored a different amount of slots from each
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TABLE 4
Database labelled: website identifier (Website), number of roles (#Rol)
Website
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#Rol
3
3
8
4
2
2
7
4
2

Website
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

#Rol
3
4
4
4
5
2
3
7
4

Website
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
Total

TABLE 6
Variants of the tested MAVE algorithm

#Rol
2
3
8
4
2
3
4
2
3
102

Algorithm
M-G
M-P
M-KC
M-KNN
M-KM
M-SVM
M-PCA
M-NN

Description
Normal Gaussian One Class Classifier density
Parzen One Class Classifier
K-center One Class Classifier
Nearest neighbour One Class Classifier
K-means One Class Classifier
Support Vector Machine One Class Classifier
Principal Component Analysis One Class Classifier
Auto-encoder One Class Classifier

website and page, resulting in a total number of 290,000 slots
in the database.
Our experiment has been divided into three phases:
•

•

•

Phase 1 is aimed at testing whether each algorithm
MAVE variant improves the OCC on which it is
based. That is, we checked whether the idea of dealing with categorical and numerical features independently improves the verification process. Table 5 lists
the One Class Classifiers studied. We choose these
OCC methods because they represent each set of
OCC techniques summarized in [35]. Therefore, three
density methods, three boundary methods, and two
reconstruction methods were applied. The studied
MAVE variants are shown in Table 6.
Phase 2. Once it has been confirmed that MAVE variants’s performance excels that of OCC techniques,
the MAVE variants in Table 6 presenting better performance were identified.
Phase 3. Finally, the traditional techniques described
in Table 7 were applied, and the obtained results
were compared with the results achieved by MAVE
variants.

Altogether, the experiment was performed with 19 algorithms and each of them was applied to verify 290,000 slots.
5.1

Set-up of the experiment

Each of the 27 websites is processed independently. As
many working sets as roles are gathered for each website.
These working sets are denoted by wsn : W S , where rn
is the role. Then, each tsn is calculated by applying the 24
numerical and 16 categorical features described in [21], [32].
0
After the application of feature reduction, ts0n = tsnN × tsCn
0
is computed, where tsnN is composed only of numerical
features selected by Laplacian Score and tsCn is composed of
all categorical features.

Description
MAVE using Gauss OCC
MAVE using Parzen OCC
MAVE using K-center OCC
MAVE using Nearest neighbour OCC
MAVE using K-means OCC
MAVE using SVM OCC
MAVE using PCA OCC
MAVE using Neuronal Network OCC

TABLE 7
Classic wrapper verification system tested

TABLE 5
One Class Classifier tested
Algorithm
G
P
KC
KNN
KM
SVM
PCA
NN

8

Algorithm
LER
RAP
MCC

Description
Lerman et al’s approach
Kushmerick et al’s approach
McCamm et al’s technique

In the subsections below, for each ts0n the role rn is
named target class, and the remaining roles in the website
are named as the outlier class.
To evaluate the performance of each approach, a 10fold cross-validation procedure was used for each ts0n . With
this aim, 9 sub-samples were used to build the verifier for
each fold, and the remaining single sub-sample was retained
as unverified training set for verifier-testing purposes of
the target class. However, to evaluate verifier performance
when receiving slots with different roles (outlier class), this
unverified training set was fed with all the instances of the
rest of the roles presented in the same website. For example,
ts01 is divided into subsamples {ts01 (1), ts01 (2), ..., ts01 (10)}.
In fold-1, training set {ts01 (1), ts01 (2), ... , ts01 (9)} is used to
build the verifier, while unverified training set {ts01 (10), ts02 ,
ts03 } is used to test the verifier, considering we are dealing
with website 1, which is composed of N = 3 different roles.
At each fold, the values of the matrix shown in Figure 4
are calculated. This matrix is interpreted as:
•
•
•
•

TA (Target Accepted) is the number of instances of the
properly classified target class.
TR (Target Rejected) is the number of instances of the
improperly classified target class.
OA (Outlier Accepted) is the number of instances of
the improperly classified outlier class.
OR (Outlier Rejected) is the number of instances of the
properly classified outlier class.

According to this 2x2 contingency table or confusion
matrix the Area Under Roc Curve (AUC) [36] measure is
calculated for each fold. Finally, the average AUC of all folds
is calculated as performance measure of the approach for
ts0n . This way, each approach is evaluated 102 times, one
average AUC measure per site and role. In order to compare the approaches performance, these AUC samples are
statistically compared in each phase of the experimentation.
The AUC provides a single measure of a verifier’s
performance for evaluating which approach is better on
average. AUC have been used as a standard technique for
summarizing classifier performance over a range of trade
off between TA and OA error rates. AUC is defined as:
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1 + T AR − OAR
AU C :
2

(11)

where:
•
•

TA
TAR (Target Accepted Rate)= T A+T
R is the rate of
instances of the correctly classified target class.
OA
OAR (Outlier Accepted Rate)= OA+OR
is the rate of
instances of the incorrectly classified outlier class.

Target

Outlier

Target

Target
Accepted
(TA)

Target
Rejected
(TR)

Outlier

True Class label

Expected Class label

Outlier
Accepted
(OA)

Outlier
Rejected
(OR)

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix

5.2

Parameter Values Used

For all algorithms, target class rejected parameter was set to
0.01 and it determines the number of target class instances
rejected during Vn construction process. This parameter
is chosen during training so that a certain percentage of
training instances lies outside the constructed boundaries
to take into account the possible presence of improperly
labelled instances in the training set and to obtain a more
precise description of the target class [37].
The value of this parameter has been selected as a
standard value, and it is not the aim of the present study to
optimize it for the experimental data. A deeper study of the
training data would let a better adjust and so to optimize
the performance of the verifier. A complete study of the
influence of the target class rejected parameter can be found
in [38].
Algorithms RAP, LER, MCC are not parametric. Instead,
the OCC techniques described in Table 5 are parametric; the
parameter values used in our experiments are described in
[20]. These parameters are the default ones, and as mentioned above, the aim of the present study is to prove the
validity of the proposed approach, without searching the
bundle of optimal parameters.
5.3

Results and Discussion

Table 8 shows average results obtained by all studied algorithms for all websites. These values were calculated
after performing the cross-validation procedure described
in Section 5.1. The second, seventh and twelfth columns
show the AUC means of the different algorithms after their
application to the studied websites. The third, eighth and
thirteenth columns contains the accuracy ACC, the fourth,
ninth and fourteenth columns hold the recall R and, finally,

9

precision P is provided in the fifth, tenth and fifteenth
columns. Extended results can be consulted online at [39].
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the AUC obtained from each
algorithm in each of the 27 websites in our database, normalized to logarithmic scale to appreciate the differences
among algorithms.
The comparative analysis of the results achieved by all
studied algorithms was performed for the three phases
described in Section 5. This comparative analysis was performed by applying statistical tests.
To compare the results achieved by all algorithms, we
initially tried to apply a set of statistic parametric tests.
These tests assume that the studied data series follow a
normal distribution. To check this premise, the KolmogorovSmirnov test was applied at 0.95 confidence level, results
being shown in Table 9. With the exception of SVM and MSVM, p-values are lower than 0.05 and therefore the null
hypothesis is rejected: the initial conditions that guarantee
parametric test reliability may not be satisfied, thus leading
statistical analysis to lose credibility with these tests. Hence,
the non-parametric testing techniques proposed in [40], [41]
to check statistical significance among the calculated means
will be considered for comparative analysis of each phase:
Phase 1
If the results in Table 8 are analysed and its second and
seventh columns are compared, MAVE variants can be
observed to achieve better results than OCC techniques,
except for M-NN. For instance, obtained AUC is 0.74 when
the OCC algorithm P is applied. However, AUC increases
to 0.78 when M-P is applied. The aim of Figure 5 is to
compare the results achieved by each MAVE variant and
its homonyms OCC for each website. The values used to
represent this graph can be found at [39]. In this figure, yaxis represents the AUC value and x-axis the website label.
If we analyse this figure, as a general rule we note that the
red solid line is above the solid blue line so we can conclude
that MAVE variants, except M-NN, excel their homonyms
OCC in most websites. Therefore, the first level introduced
in MAVE leads to increased verification power.
All this can be corroborated by applying the Wilcoxon
Signed-Ranks Test [42]. Table 10 shows the results of this test
when MAVE variants are compared with OCC techniques.
The second column shows the sum of positive ranks (R+ ),
the third column indicates the sum of negatives ranks (R− ),
the fourth and fifth columns show the Z-value and pvalue, respectively. Since p-value is lower than 0.05, we can
conclude that the results are significant and then that MAVE
variants excel their homonymous OCC. An exception occurs
for M-NN vs. NN, in this case p-value is greater that 0.05,
therefore the results are not significant and statistically none
of two algorithms is better than the other.
Phase 2
The AUC means obtained for the different MAVE variants
are very similar (see Table 8), all of them exceeding 0.90.
Only M-P and M-SVM achieved results below 0.90. We
highlight the results of M-G, M-KNN, M-KC and M-KM,
which reached 0.95.
Regarding performance in each studied website (see
Figure 6 and [39]), AUC values prove quite promising in
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TABLE 8
Results for all studied algorithms
Alg
G
P
KC
KNN
KM
SVM
PCA
NN

AUC
0.93
0.73
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.82
0.92
0.92

ACC
0.92
0.88
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.91
0.90
0.91

R
0.97
0.57
0.97
0.80
0.98
0.72
0.84
0.85

P
0.82
0.81
0.76
0.74
0.77
0.87
0.80
0.82

Alg
M-G
M-P
M-KC
M-KNN
M-KM
M-SVM
M-PCA
M-NN

AUC
0.95
0.78
0.94
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.92
0.92

ACC
0.94
0.90
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.92
0.90
0.89

TABLE 9
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results
Alg
G
P
KC
KNN
KM
SVM
PCA
NN
RAP
LER
MCC

Statistic
0.302
0.238
0.281
0.354
0.283
0.079
0.325
0.354
0.137
0.432
0.468

p-value
0
0
0
0
0
0.135
0
0
0
0
0

Alg
M-G
M-P
M-KC
M-KNN
M-KM
M-SVM
M-PCA
M-NN

Statistic
0.310
0.223
0.299
0.308
0.308
0.085
0
0

R+
1065
1812
1661
1551
1359
3399
454.5
3399

R−
261
79
230
102
237
256
770.5
256

Z-value
-3.768
-6.223
-5.139
-5.756
-4.576
-6.885
-1.571
-6.885

P
0.87
0.86
0.84
0.83
0.85
0.89
0.80
0.79

Alg
RAP
LER
MCC

AUC
0.84
0.54
0.55

ACC
0.90
0.41
0.32

R
0.77
0.77
0.90

P
0.82
0.24
0.25

TABLE 11
Summary of Friendman test results applied to MAVE variants
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

p-value
0
0
0
0
0
0.071
0
0

TABLE 10
Summary of Wilcoxon test results applied to MAVE versus OCC
techniques
Test
M-G vs. G
M-P vs. P
M-KC vs KC
M-KNN vs KNN
M-KM vs KM
M-PCA vs PCA
M-NN vs NN
M-SVM vs SVM

R
0.97
0.64
0.97
0.87
0.98
0.75
0.84
0.83

p-value
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.116
0

all cases, except in websites 6 and 14, which is just under 0.8
for all MAVE variants. An expert-performed mislabelling
was detected in both websites to justify these values.
Table 11 shows the Friedman test results. This test was
used to detect significant differences among the performance measures of the MAVE variants methods. The third
column shows the value of the ranking and the fourth
one shows the p-values obtained by Holm (pHolm). When
there is a significant difference, we proceeded with the
post-hoc Holm procedure to identify significantly different
algorithms [43] in terms of relative performance. The results
of the Friendman test show that M-KNN has the best ranking. This value is only significant, at 0.95 confidence level,
respect M-PCA, M-NN, M-P and M-SVM algorithms. Therefore, MAVE achieves the best results with KNN, G, KM and
KC algorithm without statistical significance among them.
Phase 3
Table 8 shows that the AUC means achieved by MAVE variants excel the AUC means obtained by classical algorithms
except for M-P vs. RAP and M-SVM vs. RAP. The results
by LER and MCC always are worst than all MAVE variants.
The best AUC of traditional algorithms is achieved by RAP

Algorithm
M-KNN
M-G
M-KM
M-KC
M-PCA
M-NN
M-P
M-SVM

Ranking
3.290
3.581
3.581
4.122
4.250
4.719
5.877
6.676

pHolm
0.811
0.811
0.052
0.024
0
0
0

(0.84) which only excels to M-P algorithm. Getting down
to the details of each website, the aim of Figure 7 is to
compare the results achieved by each MAVE variant and
traditional techniques for each website. The values used to
represent this graph can be found at [39]. In this figure, yaxis represents the AUC value and x-axis the website label.
If we analyse this figure, as a general rule we note that the
black solid line is above the rest of the solid lines so we
can conclude that in most websites MAVE variants excel to
classical algorithms.
Finally, to compare the results of all MAVE variants
regarding the verification systems used to date, once again
we apply Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test (Table 12). The second column shows the sum of positive ranks (R+ ), the
third column indicates the sum of negatives ranks (R− ),
the fourth and fifth columns show the Z-value and p-value,
respectively. Since p-values in Tables 12b and 12c are lower
than 0.05, we can conclude that the results are significant
and then that MAVE variants always excel the LER and
MCC algorithms. Comparative between MAVE variants and
RAP (Table 12a) conclude that only two MAVE variants do
not excel RAP. In M-P versus RAP due to R− is greater than
R+ and p-value is lower than 0.05 RAP significantly excel
M-P. In M-SVM versus RAP due to p-value is greater than
0.05 results are not significant at 0.95 confidence level.

6

C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A novel multilevel wrapper verification system to verify
wrapper-extracted information is presented in this paper.
This approach, named as MAVE, makes use of categorical
and numerical features in two different levels of verification.
The ultimate aim of this paper is rephrasing the wrapper
verification problem in terms of feature vectors and how
close they are to each other to allow approaching the wrapper verification problem as an OCC problem.
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Fig. 5. AUC results obtained by MAVE variants versus OCC

(a) G vs. M-G

(b) P vs. M-P

(c) KC vs. M-KC

(d) KNN vs. M-KNN

(e) KM vs. M-KM

(f) PCA vs. M-PCA

(g) NN vs. M-NN

(h) SVM vs. M-SVM

Then, the idea of dealing with categorical and numerical
features independently is proven to improve the verification
process.
Finally, MAVE’s good performance relative to classical
techniques acknowledged in literature is proven. Specifi-

cally, MAVE outperforms every technique used so far.
This wide experimental study completed allowed us to
justify MAVE’s behaviour on all data sets. These results are
compared to several non-parametric statistical procedures.
As future work, we will try to take advantage of the idea
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Fig. 6. AUC results obtained by MAVE variants for each website

that not only alert that wrapper is failing, but report the
causes of failure in order to assist the wrapper maintenance.
This would be possible because MAVE is able to identify
the slot that is incorrectly labelled. Thus, we will try to
identify the problem by analysing both the signature and
the classifier output. If there are sufficient mislabelled slots,
a technique to find a pattern could be explored.
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